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“Musical literacy is as universally	


 possible as linguistic literacy and the	


 development of such literacy is an	


 obligation of the schools.”  	


Lois Choksy	


Why Music Literacy?���
One need not be able to read and write to make music. 	


Linguistic Literacy	

•  Those who are illiterate 

are DEPENDENT upon 
others; only oral – aural 
communication;	


•  Being able to read and 
write allows us to function 
in society; 	

–  Becomes an independent 

creator and learner of 
stories, now able to 
communicate across space 
and time.              Don P. Ester	


Music Literacy	

•  Those who are illiterate 

are DEPENDENT upon 
others; only oral – aural 
communication. 	


•  Ability to read and write 
music notation makes for 
an independent musician.	

–  The restrictions on 

communicating and 
learning are removed; 
horizons can expand 
beyond previous limits. 	


–  EMPOWER not ENABLE	


Music Literacy	

•  Music Literacy:	

    Ability to translate notation into vocal sound (reading) 

and sound into notation (notating).	

–  Singing voice is the fundamental instrument for all musicians.	


•  “If you can sing it, you can hear it; if you can hear it, you can sing it”. 	

–  Ability to sight-read notation on any instrument is an 

important and valuable skill.  However, being able to press 
the correct keys on an instrument in response to notation does 
not confirm that the performer can audiate the music. 	


–  DECODING vs LITERACY	


•  Audiation or “thinking sound”: 	

–  the ability to hear the music internally, provides the 

foundation for comprehensive music literacy.	


Music Educator must…..	

•  be committed to improving the literacy level;	


•  communicate enthusiastically the importance of music literacy;	


•  believe in your students’ ability to learn to learn to read, write 
and audiate;	


•  develop a carefully sequenced instructional approach that 
includes specific teaching strategies built on a foundation of 
current research and learning theory. 	

–  Usable at all levels (K-Collegiate) and in any setting (Elementary, General 

Music, Secondary/Collegiate Instrumental and Choral Rehearsals, 
Collegiate Aural-skills Courses). 	


–  Must be taught in Methods Courses.	


Pedagogy	

•  Based on:	


–  Johann Heinrich Pestalozzi (1746-1827)                     
	
Sound-Before-Sight-Before Theory	


– Zoltan Kodàly (1882-1967)	


	
Prepare—Present—Practice—Prove	


–  Jerome Bruner (1915)	

	
 	
Enactive-Iconic-Symbolic Mode	


        (action-pictorial-language)	

          Introduced the ideas of ‘readiness for learning’ and spiral curriculum.	


– Edwin Gordon 	
 	
 	

	
Music Learning Theory	




Music is an aural art.	

•  Sound	


–  Hear, sing/chant through imitation before reading and writing	


•  Sign	

–  Sound + verbal association (syllable)	


•  Symbol	

–  Visual representation of the sound/sign	


•  Theory	

–  Give principles and theory only after practice and as they become relevant	


“Action will remove the doubt that theory cannot solve.” 	

– Petryl Hsieh	


You can spend your whole life thinking and theorizing, but it is only through action that you gain clarity.	

Theory can only take you so far. When you actually start taking action, things are much different than in theory.	


Literacy Process ���
Sound before Sight	


Tools ���
[facilitate cognitive processing]���

Systems for Reading Tonal���

!    Tonal systems must serve the	

       needs of the learning approach	

       used by the teacher; they must 	

       not drive the approach or be the	

       approach. 	


Systems for Reading Tonal:	

!    Must connect very efficiently with the aural syntax of music, allowing the 
learner to easily link syllables to patterns before encountering notation.	


!    Must eventually link to musical symbols in a practical and intuitive manner. 	


!    Should be appropriate for use with all ages.	


!    Should promote quality singing. 	


!    Should facilitate the generalization of identical patterns from one pitch level to 
another. For example, a given melody must be sung using the same syllables 
regardless of starting pitch. 	


!    Should assist in the aural identification, labeling, and accurate performance of 
each mode (Major, Minor, Dorian, etc.).	


Solmization (solfa, solfège)	


•  Tonal-solmization systems are either sound-based (Moveable Do) 

or symbol- based (Fixed Do); the syllables either correlate most 
directly with aural percepts or visual percepts. 	

•  Sound-based (relative) solmization systems are better suited for sound-before-symbol 

teaching strategies;  99.99% of the population hears pitches in relation to each other 
rather than absolute pitches (Takeuchi & Hulse, 1993). 	


•  Fixed solmization is symbol-based: syllables correlate with 
specific written pitches regardless of tonality or key center.	

•   A different syllable pattern must be learned/sung for each of the tonic triads associated 

with the fifteen key signatures. 	


•  Fixed Do	


•  Two commonly-used versions: the original with only seven diatonic syllables, and a modified version that adds 
chromatic syllables. 	


Relative Solmization	


•  In one of his articles, Kodaly wrote:          
“If we give a note a relative solmization 
name, we are also saying what its function 
is ...With the giving of the name we are 
determining its function in tonality.” 	

“OtfokdZene II.” Ut6sz6. (“Pentaton Music II.” Postscript.) 1947. I. 68. (Cf. “Solmization comprises,and then replaces, the indicationof sound 
degrees by numbers.”) “Bicinia Hungarica” I. 2. I. 69, and ibid. I. 68. Reflexi6ka zeneoktatas reform plans for music education.) 1952. I. 253.	




Solmization (solfa, solfège)	


•  Sound-based systems are commonly referred to as relative 
solmization systems: the syllables correlate with aural scale 
degrees in the framework of tonality regardless of pitch level. 	


–  The concept of relative solmization pre-dates fixed solmization by several centuries. 	

–  System is responsive to changes in tonality and tonic pitch level; facilitates the consistent labeling 

of patterns in the context of tonality.	


•  Moveable Do [64% of middle/high school directors] Demorest, 2001	


–  Major Scale	


–  Chromatic Scale:  accidental always signals a change in solfège syllable.	


Solmization (solfa, solfège)	


•  La Minor [Accidentals are visual warnings that a chromatic syllable is required]	


–  Natural Minor Scale	


–  Harmonic Minor Scale	


–  Melodic Minor Scale	


–  Preferred by Practitioners; 2/3 of moveable do users, use “la” minor.	


Numbers ���
Sound Based	


•  The numbers 1, 2, 3, etc. are assigned to the 
degrees of the scale.	


Letter Names ���
Symbol Based	


•  The letters A, B, C, D, E, F and G are used for the 
appropriate pitch names.	

–  Sharps are ace, beas(t), cease, dease, eas(t), feas(t) and jeese.	


–  Flats are ahs, bess, cess, des(k), es(t), fes(t) and jes(t).	


Tools	


Hand Signs	


Hand Signs	

•  History	


–  Ancient Hebrew and Egyptians	


–  Guidonian hand (11th century)	


–  Sarah Glover (19th century)	


–  John Curwen (1816-1880)	


–  Zoltan Kodàly (1882-1967)	


•  Positive Aspects	

–  Connects to learning styles.	


•  Kinesthetic	

•  Visual representation of high-

low relationship	

–  Visually observe student 

engagement	

–  Movement and verbal 

communication are essential to 
anchor new information for gestalt 
dominant learners	


–  Logic dominant learners benefit 
from discussion or writing/hand 
motion in order to anchor new 
information in memory; under 
stress they are less able to express 
themselves with hand and body 
gestures	




Chromatic	
 Tonal	
 Ladder	
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Musical Literacy Procedure	

•  Phase I—Reading Readiness or Preparation	


–  Teach songs by rote (WHOLE)	


–  Develop a sound vocabulary (PART)	


•  Neutral echoing: learn musical patterns; patterns have meaning in and of themselves. 	


•  Syllable echoing: associate specific syllable labels with distinct patterns. 	


•  Echo translating: aural-verbal translation (dictation)	


•  Phase II—Symbolic Association	

–  Reading:     symbol    " syllable    " sound	


–  Notating:     sound      "    syllable    "    symbol	


•  Phase III—Melodic Reading	

–  Integrating Tonal and Rhythm	


Tonal Sequence���
Major and Minor Should Be Taught Simultaneously	


•  Major Pentachord	

•  Major Tonic Triad	

•  Major Scale	

•  Major Scale + Tonic 

Arpeggio	

•  I, V	

•  I , V7	

•  I, IV, V7	

•  Other Diatonic Triads	


•  Minor Pentachord	

•  Minor Tonic Triad	

•  Natural Minor Scale	

•  Minor Scale + Tonic 

Arpeggio	

•  Minor Scales + Tonic 

Arpeggio	

•  i, v; i, V	

•  i , V7	

•  i, iv, V7	

•  Other Diatonic Triads	


Phase I���
Reading Readiness or Preparation���

Purpose: develop a “sound” vocabulary	

•  Train the ear	


–  “In the ear and out the mouth”	

•  Process centers around rote learning (imitation)	

•  Expose students to songs in a variety of meters 

and tonalities (WHOLE) before you teach 
‘patterns’ (PART).	


Phase IA ���
Aural-Oral Skill Development ���

“In the ear and out the mouth”	

•  Tonal Procedure: Neutral Echoing	


–  Teacher sings tonal patterns on neutral syllable while using 
hand signs	


–  Students echo on neutral syllable while using hand signs	


Students learn musical patterns; patterns have meaning in and of themselves. 	


Phase IB: Verbal Association ���
 Sound + Syllables = Sign	


•  Tonal Procedure: Syllable Echoing	

–  Teacher sings tonal patterns on tonal syllables while using 

hand signs;	

–  Students echo on tonal syllables while using hand signs.	




•  Vocal-Pitch Exercises                                                    
pitch skills that condition the ear, voice and mind	

–  Pentachords	

–  Scales and modes	

–  Intervals	


•  Ascending and Descending from Tonic	

•  Moving out from Tonic	

•  Flashcards	


–  Triad, chord	

–  Thirds, fourths	

–  Pentachords & Triads built on each scale degree	

–  Chord Inversions	

–  Chord Progressions—I, IV, V, etc.	


Words should be associated with their sound.	


   Vocal Pitch Exercises	

•  Words Should Be Associated With The Sound	

•  Assessment: Students individually sing assigned 

vocal pitch exercises via video or in person.	


   Vocal Pitch Exercises ���
Pitch skills that condition the Eye and Ear	


   Vocal Pitch Exercises ���
Associate the Sound With The Label	


“People often say  
that motivation 

doesn’t last. 

Well, neither does 
bathing –  

that’s why we 
recommend  

it daily.”  

– Zig Ziglar 



Additive 
Major Scale	


Additive  
Minor Scale 

Additive Major Scale	


HOMOPHONIC 
HARMONY���

VOICE 
LEADING	


•  do-ti	


•  so-so	


•  mi-fa	


•  ROOT	


Intermediate Step	

Rote to Iconic	


    Tonal Recall	

•  Using only hand signs, show typical tonal patterns and 

instruct students to sing the patterns;	


•  Using a tonal ladder, instruct students to sing the 
indicated syllables;	


•  Read from tonal contour…	


•  Dictation in tonal contour.	


TONAL	

LADDER	


re	


do	

ti	


la	


so	
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mi	
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Iconic Representation 

    Dictation	

•  Dictation in tonal contour (Beginning level);	


•  Dictation in tonal contour using a graph to indicate whole and half steps 
(Advanced level).	


m
r r

d d

Iconic Representation 

Phase I Activities	

•  Aurally distinguish between:	


–  High vs Low (Relationship)	

–  Ascending vs Descending vs Combination	

–  Diatonic Step vs Skip (Intervals)	

–  Same and Different Patterns	

–  Major and Minor	


•  Research	

–  Children as young as five can discriminate between simple tonal 

patterns; they can even identify major vs. minor mode changes 
(Jordan-DeCarbo & Nelson, 2002). 	


–  Five-year-olds are also quite successful at reproducing simple 
rhythm patterns and this skill continues to improve through age 8 
and beyond (Hargreaves, 1986). 	


–  It is important to note, however, that “children have to reach at 
least 7 years before they can pay attention to and coordinate 
rhythm and melody simultaneously” (Gembris, 2002, p. 494). 	




Phase I Activities	

•  Family Feud	


–  Aural - Oral	

–  Verbal Association	

–  Generalization	


•  Iconic Representation of Tonal Line 	

–  string/yarn/solfege in tonal contour	


•  Improvise with tonal patterns	


Phase I Activities	


Phase I Activities	


Jason Sickel 

Phase I A
ctivities	


•  Solfege Game	

–  Drill the solfege forward and backward	


•  Exercise (Keep the beat by alternating right and left hand)	

–  Do— 1; Re — 2; Mi — 3; Fa — 4; So — 5; La — 6; Ti — 7; 	

–  7 — G—Ti; 6 — La; 5 — So; 4 — Fa; 3 — Mi; 2 — Re; 1 — Do; 	

–  Variation: Reverse both tasks: 1 — Do; 2 — Re; etc.; G — Ti; La — 6, etc.	


–  Apply solfege to major and minor scales	

•  Exercise 1	


–  Teacher gives number—students reply with corresponding solfege syllable	

–  Teacher gives letter—students reply with corresponding solfege syllable	


•  Exercise 2	

–  Ascending Solfege Drill:  Teacher gives solfege—students respond with the next 

ascending solfege syllable.	

–  Descending Solfege Drill:  Teacher gives solfege—students respond with the next 

descending solfege syllable.	

•  Exercise 3	


–  Scale drill: Do—1; Re—2; Mi—3; Fa—4; So—5; La— 6; Ti—7; 	

–  Repeat with descending scale; 	

–  Variation: State number first and then the solfege syllable.	


•  Exercise 4	

–  Teacher sings one of the scale degree pitches and students respond by singing the 

syllable of the next ascending scale degree; Repeat with students responding with the 
syllable of the next descending scale degree. 	


–  Repeat above using intervals, triads, etc.	


Phase I A
ctivities	


•  Alphabet Game	

–  Drill the musical alphabet and backward	


•  Exercise (Keep the beat by alternating right and left hand)	

–  A — 1; B — 2; C — 3; D — 4; E — 5; F — 6; G — 7; 	

–  7 — G; 6 — F; 5 — E; 4 — D; 3 — C; 2 — B; 1 — A; 	

–  Variation: Reverse both tasks: 1 — A; 2 — B; etc.; G — 7; F — 6, etc.	


–  Apply musical alphabet to major and minor scales	

•  Exercise 1	


–  Teacher gives number—students reply with corresponding letter	

–  Teacher gives letter—students reply with corresponding number	


•  Exercise 2	

–  Ascending Alphabet Drill:  Teacher gives letter—students respond with the next 

ascending musical alphabet letter.	

–  Descending Alphabet Drill:  Teacher gives letter—students respond with the next 

descending musical alphabet letter.	

•  Exercise 3	


–  Scale drill: D—1; E—2; F# (Feace)—3; G—4; A—5; B— 6; C# (Cease)—7; 	

–  Repeat with descending scale; 	

–  Variation: State number first and then the letter.	


•  Exercise 4	

–  Teacher sings one of the scale degree pitches and students respond by singing the 

pitch of the next ascending scale degree; Repeat with students responding with the 
pitch of the next descending scale degree. 	


–  Repeat above using intervals, triads, etc.	


Sing ‘Root’ of Tonal Patterns ���
Identify Harmonic Function	


•  Listen to each tonal pattern:	

– Sing the root function using solfége syllables;	

–  Immediately identify the harmonic function; 	


	
 	
(Tonic, Dominant, Subdominant, etc.)	


•  Listen again and play the root on instruments.	




Tonic—Dominant—Tonic	

Improvise Tonal Patterns	


•  Listen to each tonal pattern.  After each pattern 
improvise a different pattern with the same harmonic 
function (Tonic, Dominant, Subdominant, etc.)	


–  Sing using solfège;	

–  Sing on a neutral syllable (bum);	

–  Play on instruments.	


→ 

→ 

→ 

Melody & Harmonic Progression	

•  Sing known melody over root chord/bass line;	


–  Half of class sings melody/half sings root chord line;	


Repeat above process using instruments.	


ASSESSMENT	


•  Why?	

– Determine the teacher’s instructional effectiveness;	

– Diagnose students’ strengths and weaknesses;	

– Monitor students’ progress.	


•  How?	

– Gather information about:	


•  Where the student has been, 	

•  Where the student is now, and 	

•  Where the student should be relevant to your academic 

and musical expectations.	


   Phase I Assessment���
Vocal Pitch Exercises	


•  Students individually sing assigned vocal pitch 
exercises via video or in person.	


Phase I Assessment���
(Aural-Oral)	


•  Aurally distinguish between:	

–  High vs Low (Relationship)	


Listen as three pitches are performed and then determine which	

of the three pitches is the :	


1.  Highest pitch:	
 First Pitch	
 Second Pitch	
 Third Pitch	


2.  Lowest Pitch:	
 First Pitch	
 Second Pitch	
 Third Pitch	


3.  Middle Pitch:	
 First Pitch	
 Second Pitch	
 Third Pitch	




Phase I Assessment���
(Aural-Oral)	


Aurally identify the tonic or keynote:	

•  In each of the following exercises you will hear a short melody 

that begins on the tonal center.  Listen and circle “yes” if the 
melody ends on the tonic and “no” if the melody ends on a note 
other than the tonic. 	


•  In each of the following exercises you will hear a short melody 
that begins on a pitch other than the tonal center.  Listen and 
circle “yes” if the melody ends on the tonic and “no” if the 
melody ends on a note other than the tonic. 	


1.  Yes	
 No	
 2.  Yes	
 No	


1.  Yes	
 No	
 2.  Yes	
 No	


Phase I Assessment���
(Aural-Oral)	


Listen as two patterns are	

Performed and then determine	

if they are the same or if they	

are different.	


1.  Same 	
Different	

2.  Same 	
Different	

3.  Same 	
Different	

4.  Same 	
Different	

5.  Same 	
Different	


Listen as a tonal pattern is	

performed and then determine	

if the pattern contains only	

diatonic steps. Circle the	

appropriate answer.	

1.  Yes 	
No	


Listen as a tonal pattern is	

performed and then determine	

if the pattern contains only	

tonic triad chord tones. 	

Circle the appropriate answer.	

1. 	
Yes 	
No	


Phase I Assessment���
(Aural-Oral)	


Listen as a tonal pattern is	

performed and then determine	

if the pattern contains only	

diatonic steps or tonic triad	

chord tones.	

Circle the appropriate answer.	


1.  Steps   Chord Tones  
2.  Steps   Chord Tones  	

3.  Steps   Chord Tones  	

4.  Steps   Chord Tones   	

5.  Steps   Chord Tones  	


Listen as a tonal pattern is	

performed and then determine	

if the pattern contains only	

diatonic steps, tonic triad chord	

tones or a combination of	

diatonic steps and chord tones.	

Circle the appropriate answer.	


1.  Steps   Chord Tones      Both  
2.  Steps   Chord Tones      Both	

3.  Steps   Chord Tones      Both	

4.  Steps   Chord Tones      Both	

5.  Steps   Chord Tones      Both	


Phase I Assessment���
(Aural-Oral)	


•  Dictation in Graphic Form	


m
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Phase I Assessment���
(Aural-Oral)	


Aurally identify intervals:	

•  In each of the following exercises you will hear an isolated 

melodic interval in ascending or descending order.  Circle the 
quantity and direction of each interval. 	


•  In each of the following exercises you will hear an isolated 
melodic interval in a Major scale (ascending or descending 
order).  Circle the quantity and direction of each interval. 	


Phase I Assessment���
(Aural-Oral)	


Aurally identify scales:	

•  In each of the following exercises you will hear a succession of 

eight pitches in ascending or descending order.  Circle “yes” if 
the pitches form a major scale, “no” if they do not. 	


•  In each of the following exercises one of the three scales 
performed will be a natural minor scale.  Circle the number that 
represents the natural minor scale. 	


A.  Yes     No	
 B.  Yes    No	
 C.  Yes     No	


A.  First  	

     Second  	

     Third	


B. First  	

     Second  	

     Third	


C. First  	

     Second  	

     Third	




Phase I Assessment���
(Aural-Oral)	


Aurally identify scales:	

•  In each of the following exercises you will hear either a major 

scale or a natural minor scale.  Circle the quality of each scale. 	


•  In each of the following exercises you will hear a natural minor, 
harmonic minor or melodic minor scale.  Circle the quality of 
each scale. 	


A.  Major  Minor	
 B.  Major   Minor	
 C.  Major   Minor	


A.  Natural 	

     Harmonic	

     Melodic	


B. Natural	

     Harmonic  	

     Melodic	


C. Natural  	

     Harmonic  	

     Melodic	


Phase I Assessment���
(Aural-Oral)	


Aurally identify triads/chords:	

•  In each of the following exercises you will hear three pitches 

performed simultaneously.  Circle “yes” if the pitches form a 
major triad and “no” if they do not. 	


•  In each of the following exercises you will hear the three pitches 
of the tonic triad performed one at a time.  Determine the order 
of the pitches.  Write  “R” for root, 3rd for the third and 5th for the 
fifth. 	


A.  Yes     No	
 B.  Yes    No	
 C.  Yes     No	


A.  _____	

     _____	

     _____	


B.  _____	

      _____  	

      _____	


C.  _____	

      _____  	

      _____	


Phase I Assessment���
(Aural-Oral)	


Aurally identify triads/chords:	

•  In each of the following exercises one of the three triads 

performed will be a minor triad.  Circle the number that 
represents the minor triad. 	


•  In each of the following exercises you will hear either a major 
triad or a minor triad.  Circle the quality of each triad and then 
determine the order of the pitches. Write  “R” for root, 3rd for the 
third and 5th for the fifth. 	


A.  First  	

     Second  	

     Third	


B.  First  	

     Second  	

     Third	


C. First  	

     Second  	

     Third	


A.  Major     Minor	
 B.  Major     Minor	

      ___   ___   ___ 	
       ___   ___   ___ 	


Phase I Assessment���
(Aural-Oral)	


Aurally identify tonality and harmonic progression:	

•  In each of the following exercises you will hear tonic and dominant 

chords in major and/or minor tonalities, determine the quality and order 
of the harmonic progression. Circle the quality and write “T” for Tonic 
and “D” for dominant.  	


•  In each of the following exercises you will hear tonic, subdominant and 
dominant chords in major and/or minor tonalities, determine quality 
and order of the harmonic progression. Circle the quality and write “T” 
for Tonic, “SD” for subdominant and “D” for dominant.  	


A.  Major     Minor	
 B.  Major     Minor	

      ___   ___   ___  ___ 	
       ___   ___   ___   ___	


A.  Major     Minor	
 B.  Major     Minor	

      ___   ___   ___  ___ 	
       ___   ___   ___   ___	


Phase II	


Symbolic Association	


Phase II: Symbolic Association	

•  Visually associate symbols (notation) with the sign (syllables + sound)	


•  Read patterns learned during the “reading readiness” phase	


•  Read exercises	

–  Drill	

–  Silent Reading, Audiation, Canon, Retrograde Canon	

–  Error Detection	


•  Dictation	

–  “Symbolically  fluent  individuals  ...  have  internalized  the  properties  that  symbols 

embody”  (cited in Colwell & Richardson, p. 290). This is the goal of aural dictation: 
representing a musical event symbolically and abstractly. If students learn to notate what 
they hear, they will be able to notate the music of others as well as their own creations.                                                                                   	


Don P. Ester	


•  Create, compose and improvise	




Notation of Pitch	


•  Staff	
 •  Line and Space Notes	


Notation of Pitch	


•  Associate Sign 	

	
(Sound + Syllables) 	

	
with notation	


•  Intervals	


•  Triads	


Tonal Contour to Staff	
 Tonal Contour to Staff	


Tonal Contour to Staff	
 Tonal Contour to Staff	




Tonal Contour to Staff	
 Tonal Contour to Staff	


Tonal Contour to Staff	
 Tonal Contour to Staff	


Tonal Contour to Staff	
 Tonal Contour to Staff	




Tonal Contour to Staff	
 Tonal Contour to Staff	


Tonal Contour to Staff	
 Tonal Contour to Staff	


Reading—Tonal Patterns	

•  Establish tonality, patsch several preparatory beats, sing 

pattern a cappella.  Use hand signs and patsch beat with 
dominant hand.	


a. 	
 	
 	
 	
                  b.	


c. 	
 	
 	
 	
                   d.	


Reading—Tonal Patterns	

•  Encourage students to look for harmonic tones and 

non-harmonic tones.	


a.	


b.	


•  Drill:  Place paper under line and write first letter of solfege.	




Treble Clef	

•  Music  for  high  voices  and  instruments  will 

usually be written in treble clef or G clef.  The 
symbol is an ornamented letter G used in early 
notation;  the  final  curve  of  the  symbol 
indicates the pitch ‘G’ on the second line.	


Bass Clef	
 •  Music  for  low  voices  and 
instruments  will  usually  be 
written in bass clef or F clef.  
The symbol is an ornamented 
letter  F  used  in  early 
notation; the beginning of the 
curve,  guarded by two dots, 
indicates the pitch ‘F’ on the 
fourth line.	


Major Key Signatures ���
Find The Starting Tonal Syllable���

do = tonic	

–  For sharp key signatures, call the sharp farthest to the right ‘ti’; assign a 

tonal syllable to each line and space until the starting pitch is reached.	


–  For flat key signatures, call the flat farthest to the right ‘fa’; assign a tonal 
syllable to each line and space until the starting pitch is reached.	


Tonic Syllable 

Minor Key Signatures ���
Find The Starting Tonal Syllable���

la = tonic	

–  For sharp key signatures, call the sharp farthest to the right ‘ti’; assign a 

tonal syllable to each line and space until the starting pitch is reached.	


–  For flat key signatures, call the flat farthest to the right ‘fa’; assign a tonal 
syllable to each line and space until the starting pitch is reached.	


Tonic Tonic Syllable 

“Music reading does not consist of knowing ���
musical jargon. It must move slowly enough for ���
every child to grasp each new concept and skill. ���

The child who can recite the names of the lines and 
spaces of the staff or even call notes by their letter or 

syllable names, but cannot hear and produce vocally at 
least the relative interval sounds of those notes, ���

might just as well have been taught to wiggle his ears-���
as much learning would have taken place.”	


Kodaly In and Out of Context	

Lois Choksy	


Music Educators Journal, April 1969, pg. 59. 	


Notice that each line and space represents a basic  pitch of the 
musical alphabet [A, B, C, D, E, F AND G].  As notes ascend on the 
staff, the pitch names move forward in the musical alphabet.  As 
notes descend, the pitch names move backward.	


AVOID the use of old devices like “Every Good Boy Does Fine,” as this results in slow 
readers and defeats the intent of the staff (sequential hierarchy of pitch from low to high).  
Drill the names of lines and spaces from bottom to top and top to bottom.  This will also 
aid in the understanding of ledger lines and spaces (used to extend the staff).	


Treble 
Clef 

Bass 
Clef 

NAMES OF LINES AND SPACES 



LEDGER LINES AND SPACES	


The staff may be extended with ledger lines, short horizontal lines placed 
above or below the staff.  Both the ledger lines and the spaces between the 
lines represent pitches.  Notice that notes in the spaces immediately below 
or above the staff  do not require ledger lines,  and the ledger lines are 
never connected to one another.	


Major Key Signatures	

•  Call the sharp farthest to the right ‘ti’; find and name ‘do’.	


     1.	


     2. 	


TONIC 

TONIC 

5th 

3rd 
R 

5th
3rd
R 

A Major 

B Major 

Major Key Signatures	

•  Call the flat farthest to the right ‘fa’; find and name ‘do’.	


     1.	


     2. 	

TONIC 5th 

3rd 
R 

TONIC 5th 

3rd 
R 

E♭ Major 

F Major 

Minor Key Signatures	

•  Call the sharp farthest to the right ‘ti’; find and name ‘la’.	


     1.	


     2. 	


TONIC 

TONIC 

5th 

3rd 
R 

5th 

3rd 
R 

B Minor 

C# Minor 

Minor Key Signatures	

•  Call the flat farthest to the right ‘fa’; find and name ‘la’.	


     1.	


     2. 	

TONIC 

TONIC 5th 

3rd 
R 

5th 

3rd 
R 

D Minor 

C Minor 

Audiation Skills	


•  Silent Singing	




Phase II Tonal Activities	


•  Family Feud	

–  Symbolic Association	


•  Solfege and/or Alphabet 
Drill on Staff	


•  Twister	

	
Solfege or Letter Name 	


–  Use oil cloth table cloths or 
shower curtains	


•  Research	

–  Do NOT teach Every Good 

Boy Does Fine/FACE, etc.	

•  Students seldom integrate the 

lines and spaces back into a 
pitch hierocracy;	


•  Results in slow readers	

•  Professional pianists and 

orchestral members read via 
intervals or tactile NOT letter 
names.	


Change is the only constant. 	

Hanging on is the only sin.	


 Denise McCluggage	


Solfege/Letter Name Twister	


Jeffrey Danielson 
West Carteret High School 

Moorehead City, NC 

Theresa Burns 
Jamestown Middle School 

Greensboro, NC 

Spinner for Twister	


Theresa Burns 

Spinner for Tw
ister	


http://shar.es/iLn5i 
Jeff Danielson 

9/20/13 2:43 PMWheel Decide | Twister Spinner

Page 1 of 5http://wheeldecide.com/index.php?c1=Right+Hand+-+Do&c2=Right+Ha…+-+La&c28=Left+Foot+-+Ti&col=&t=Twister+Spinner&remove=&time=5

Wheel Decide  About  Wheels

Can't decide? Wheel Decide for you!
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Phase II Tonal Activities	

•  Identify Tonal Patterns	


–  Which pattern was performed;	

–  Order the patterns were 

performed;	

–  Which pattern was performed 

with a mistake?	


•  Use Tonal Flash Cards	

–  ‘Flash’	

–  Move from left to right	


•  Transcribe tonal contour to 
the staff.	


•  Tonal Bingo	




•  Tic-Tac-Toe	
 •  SWAT: Tonal and Melodic	

        A.  Tonal                            B.  Tonal                            C.  Melodic	


Jeopardy	

“Which 
Way Did 

They Go?”	


“So’ 	

What?”	


“Where is 
Bambi’s 
Mother?”	


“Do You 
Hear What I 

Hear?”	


“It’s a hop, 
‘step’ and a 

‘skip’”	


100 	
 100 	
 100 	
 100 	
 100 	

200	
 200	
 200	
 200	
 200	

300	
 300	
 300	
 300	
 300	

400	
 400	
 400	
 400	
 400	

500	
 500	
 500	
 500	
 500	


Concentration	

Flashcard	


#1A	

Flashcard	


#3B	

Flashcard	


#4A	

Flashcard	


#5B	


Flashcard	

#2A	


Flashcard	

#1B	


Flashcard	

#5A	


Flashcard	

#4B	


Flashcard	

#3A	


Flashcard	

#2B	


Flashcard	

#6A	


Flashcard	

#6B	


Use Games for Bulletin Boards	




Tonal Dictation—Phase I	

•  Dictation in Graphic Form	


m
r r

d d

Tonal Dictation—Phase II	

•  Notate pattern on large paper staff using game 

chips as note heads.	


•  Dictation Shorthand	


Phase II Assessment ���
(Symbol-Visual)	


•  Matching:	

Tonal Pattern	
 Tonal Syllables	


__1.	
 a.	
 mi, fa, so, mi, do	


__2.	
 b.	
 so, fa, mi, so, do	


__3	
 c.	
 do, mi, so, fa, mi	


__4	
 d.	
 so, mi, fa, so, do	


e.	
 mi, so, mi, re, do	

– œ œ œ œ œ

– œ œ œ œ œ
– œ œ œ œ œ
– œ œ œ œ œ

Phase II Assessment ���
(Symbol-Visual)	


•  Write the tonal syllables for each notated pattern.	


Notation	
 Tonal Syllables	


1.	


2.	


3.	


4.	


– œ œ œ œ œ
– œ œ œ œ œ
– œ œ œ œ œ
– œ œ œ œ œ

Phase II Tonal Assessment ���
(Symbol-Visual)	


•  Using a sight reading exercise or piece of 
music, read and simultaneously write the 
solfege syllables on a separate sheet of 
paper.	

– Time the above task.	


Phase II Assessment ���
(Symbol & Aural-Oral)	


•  Listen as a pattern is 
performed on a 
neutral syllable.  
Circle the letter of the 
music notation that 
corresponds to the 
pattern performed.	


•  All of the following 
patterns will be 
performed in a 
random order.  Listen 
and determine the 
order in which they 
were performed.	




Phase II Assessment���
(Aural-Oral & Symbolic Association)	


•  Error Detection	

A.  Listen and follow the notation below.  

Determine if the performance and the notation 
are the same or different.	

	
1.  Same     Different 	
 	
3.  Same     Different	

	
2.  Same     Different 	
 	
4.  Same     Different	


B.  Listen and follow the notation below.  Circle the 
incorrect pitch(es).	


C.  Listen and follow the notation below.  Identify 
the incorrect pitch(es) and then notate the correct 
pitch(es).	


Major Key Signatures (Symbol—Visual)	


•  Examine the key signature (a) determine the starting tonal syllable, (b) 
determine the key name, and (c) circle the tonic note.	

	
1.  Tonal Syllable___  Key _____        4.  Tonal Syllable___  Key  ___	


	
2.  Tonal Syllable___  Key _____        5.  Tonal Syllable___  Key  ___	


	
3.  Tonal Syllable___  Key _____        6.  Tonal Syllable___  Key  ___	


Minor Key Signatures (Symbol—Visual)	


•  Examine the key signature (a) determine the starting tonal syllable, (b) 
determine the key name, and (c) circle the tonic note.	

	
1.  Tonal Syllable___  Key _____        4.  Tonal Syllable___  Key  ___	


	
2.  Tonal Syllable___  Key _____        5.  Tonal Syllable___  Key  ___	


	
3.  Tonal Syllable___  Key _____        6.  Tonal Syllable___  Key  ___	


   Musicianship Skills     Ensemble Skills   

Vocal/Instrument Skills 

   Musicianship Skills     Ensemble Skills   

Vocal/Instrument Skills 

Literature 

Apply Skills to Literature	


•  Read tonal only in literature.	


•  Retention is dependent upon immediate and consistent use of skill.	


To improve is to change, to be perfect is to change often.	

—Winston Churchill	




Redbird—Tonal Patterns	

•  Phase I: Aural—Oral	


–  Vocal Pitch Exercises: 	

	
 	
Additive Major Scale, Extended Major Scale, Tonic Triad Arpeggio	


–  Tonal Patterns	

•  Echo Syllable - Syllable	

•  Echo Neutral - Syllable	


–  Pre-Reading:  Read above tonal patterns in tonal contour (Pitch Recall)	


Redbird—Tonal Patterns	


•  Phase II: Symbolic Association	

– A. Read Tonal Patterns	


Redbird—Tonal Line	


•  Phase II: Symbolic Association	

– B. Read Tonal Line	


I am always doing that 
which I cannot do,  

in order that  
I may learn how to do it.  

 ~Pablo Picasso 

Oxford University Press 
Progressive Sight Singing 

    Second Edition 

    ISBN 0195386043 

Companion Website 

http://www.oup.com/us/krueger  

E-Mail 

ckruegermusic@gmail.com   
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CAROL J. KRUEGER	


!  June 8-11, Literacy Workshop 
 Morningside College, Sioux City, IA 

      Heath Weber: weberh@morningside.edu 

!  June 24-25, Illinois ACDA Summer Retreat 
 Normal, IL 

      Website:  http://new.il-acda.org/  

!  July 13-15, Literacy Workshop 
 Stuart Cramer High School, Belmont, NC 

      Bethany Jennings: bhjennings@gaston.k12.nc.us  

!  July 27-31, Literacy & Choral/Conducting Workshop 
 Shenandoah University, Winchester, VA 
 Jeffrey Marlatt: jmarlatt@su.edu  

!  August 3-5, Literacy Workshop 
 Luther College, Decorah, IA 
 Jill Wilson: wilsji01@luther.edu  

!  August 6-8, Literacy/Choral Workshop 
 Meredith College, Raleigh, NC 
 Jane Bruer: jane.bruer@gmail.com 

     Website: http://www.ncmusicworkshop.com  

Resources	

! Old and New Rounds and Canons.                         
Harry R. Wilson, Harold Flammer Music, G-5002 
! 150 Rounds for Singing and Teaching.               
Bolkovac and Johnson. Boosey & Hawkes, 1996. 
! The King’s Singers Book of Rounds, Canons  
and Partsongs. Hal Leonard: HL 08743259 

! Pentatonic Partners.                                               
Cristi Cary Miller, Hal Leonard: 09970253 

! Five Concert Canons. (3-5 voices)                           
Ron Jeffers.  Earthsongs, B-08 

Resources	

! Smart Moves: Why Learning Is Not All In Your Head, 

Carla Hannaford, ISBN 0-915556-37-5 
! The Dominance Factor,                                           

Carla Hannaford, ISBN 0-915556-31-6 
! The Ways Children Learn Music, An Introduction and 

Practical Guide to Music Learning Theory,              
Eric Bluestein, GIA Publications, G 5440 

! Music Play: The Early Childhood Music Curriculum 
Guide; Valerio, Reynolds, Bolton, Taggart and Gordon. 
GIA Publications, G-J236 

! Jump Right In Song Collections 
 David Woods and Edwin Gordon,  
 GIA Publication, G-J13 

Resources—Website	


•  New York City Blueprint for Teaching and Learning in Music. 	

–  www.carnegiehall.org/Education/Music-Educators-Toolbox/	


•  Kindergarten – Grade 5	




Teaching Tool Websites	

! Free “positive feedback” postcards 

 http://www.Vistaprint.com   
! Free Web-based Music Notation Program 

www.noteflight.com 
! Main Website with all sorts of teacher tools

http://www.murray.k12.ga.us/teacher/kara%20leonard/
TeacherTools.htm 

! Game show templates and sound byte 
    http://www.murray.k12.ga.us/teacher/kara%20leonard/

MiniT/Games/Games.htm#gameshows 

Behold the turtle. . .      
He makes progress only when  

he sticks his neck out. 

James Bryant Conant 
US chemist, diplomat, & educator  

(1893 - 1978) 


